A Hands On Approach to Family, Food and Fun

The Modern Psychology of Family Meals
The Research Background

Research has shown that up to one-third of families seldom eat together. However, research has also shown a clear link between eating together and significant health and social benefits for children, adolescents and older people, including improvements in family nutrition, social adjustment, and even childhood academic performance. Please refer to our website (www.bettertogetherbc.ca) for more details on this research.

With this in mind, the BC Dairy Foundation, in partnership with the BC Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport, commenced a project to encourage family meals in the province of British Columbia. The first phase in this project involved undertaking research to properly understand and explain family meal behaviour in BC. The second phase of this project will involve developing messages and initiatives to encourage and support families to eat meals together.

We are excited to share some of the groundbreaking insights we have gained from our research into family meal behaviour.

The Research Methodology

In December 2008, the BC Dairy Foundation undertook research to explore the psychological drivers of eating behavior in families with children (or grandchildren) between the ages of 5 and 15.

Completed in February 2009, this study used Morphological Research in order to build a psychological model of family meal behavior. The research involved undertaking in-depth interviews and focus groups with 44 participants across British Columbia. Participants in this research were selected to reflect a broad range of variables including geography, gender, age, ethnicity, household income, religion, marital status and eating attitudes.

Assuming these participants ate meals for five years of their life, our research had access to over 200,000 meal memories (44 participants x 3 meals a day x 365 days in a year x 5 years = 240,900 meals).
Research has shown that up to one-third of families seldom eat together.
About Morphological Research

Morphological Psychology was developed by Professor Wilhelm Salber, from the University of Cologne in Germany. The world’s most modern complete psychological theory, Morphological Psychology is based on three psychological tensions that drive everyday human behavior.¹

Morphological Research is the practical application of Morphological Psychology, a research system designed to build models of market and consumer motivation.² Unlike traditional research techniques that often focus on surface ideas and rational responses, Morphological Research is designed to systematically explore underlying, often unconscious human motivations (which cognitive scientists believe constitute up to 95% of all human thought).³

Some key differences between Morphological Research and other traditional research techniques include:

- The use of in-depth interviews lasting between 90 and 120 minutes, designed to allow for a deeper more intensive exploration of a research topic
- The use of semi-structured learning discussion guides, designed to allow for a free flow of ideas and thoughts as connected by participants (instead of focusing on pre-formulated questions assumed relevant for a study)
- The use of rich descriptions and other non-verbal forms of communication, as a means to understand deeper motivations
- The commencement of analysis during interviews, with the interviewer acquiring, classifying and probing participant responses according to the morphological research framework
- The further analysis of all interviews individually and collectively in order to properly diagnose and describe the impact and effect of morphological tensions in the field of study
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Morphological Psychology is based on three psychological tensions that drive everyday human behavior.
Understanding the Family Meal

In order to properly understand and encourage family meals, there is a need to move beyond facts and figures and explore the feelings and emotions of families. This is not to down-play the value of facts, or to disregard the volume of pre-existing research on this topic. These existing facts have built an impressive foundation of knowledge and have clearly established the link between eating meals together and a multitude of significant health, mental and social benefits.

However, what the facts have missed and often failed to explain are the feelings and emotions that underlie actions and drive family behaviour. Why do families and friends gather together at barbeques? How does it feel to bake with a grandparent? What happens when you have children who are picky eaters? These questions are at the heart of family meals and hold the key to understanding and encouraging families to eat together, because meals are much more than just food and function, facts and figures. Meals are about culture and tradition. Meals are about love and harmony. Meals are about friendship and fun. And most importantly, meals are about family.

The use of Morphological Research has allowed us to go beyond facts and figures and, as a result, has given us the means to understand the emotions and feelings behind family meals. Using Morphological Research, we have managed to uncover three psychological tensions that explain the underlying (often unconscious) motivations behind family meals. In addition, our research uncovered seventeen meal modes (or ways of eating) that help families manage, or move through, their psychological tensions.

Together, these research results have been used to develop North America’s first ever Family Meal Model. But more importantly, these research results will help pave the way for further family meal policy and practice development.
Family Meal Model
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Family, food, and feelings are bound together through one important action, the family meal.

Below the surface of family meals lies a boiling pot of emotions. The process of discussing these meals lifted the lid off this pot and resulted in an incredible mixture of tears, joy, anger and guilt. Although no report can do justice to the depths of these emotions, the following insights attempt to summarise the findings from this research.

**Insight 1: The Link Between Meals and Emotions**
Exploring the role of meals in everyday life.

**Insight 2: The Shifting Family Dynamic**
How shifts in family units are leading to shifts in family meals.

**Insight 3: Reconnecting Food and Fun**
The importance of reconnecting food and fun.
Family, food, and feelings are bound together through one important action, the family meal.
The Link Between Meals and Emotions

From a very young age, meals and emotions are linked together in our minds and our lives. In fact, for most people their first meals bring together nutrition and emotion as one inseparable process.

Through our research, we have found that many family meals can act as a re-creation of this first meal, bringing family members together and providing them with an opportunity to share meals and emotions:

“The first thing when you go home is you have a home cooked meal. You feel great, you have a hug and you feel great. It naturally equates to love…It’s not often you equate food with hate” - Father

For example, meals are often used as a way to pass on the traditions of culture and religion through symbolic objects and actions:

“That’s an old traditional Chinese thing…When you’re served the meal you’re told how much attention is in it. It was a warm soup with warm feelings in it. Love was in it” - Mother

Meals can also provide a way to keep intergenerational memories alive:

“Food is a link to the people we care about. Growing up we always got this one sort of cookie from our grandmother. That cookie helps us remember her, it reminds us of those times” - Mother

And meals can help provide a sense of safety and nurturing within family environments:

“My grandparents never hurt me, she [grandmother] taught me to bake…When I was growing up, every couple of months I was living in a new family member’s place. But each time I came back to her home she’d bake with me…She made me feel like I was wanted. They were the only ones who made me feel like I was wanted” - Mother

All of these meal examples illustrate the important link that exists between meals and emotions. They also highlight the fundamental importance of encouraging and supporting family meals in British Columbia. Beyond their functional purpose, or nutritional value, our research has shown that family meals play a pivotal role in maintaining culture, memories, religion, bonds and love.
“Food is a link to the people we care about. Growing up we always got this one sort of cookie from our grandmother. That cookie helps us remember her, it reminds us of those times.”
- Mother
The Shifting Family Dynamic

Change is a part of life and a continuous part of any family. However, in recent times, families in British Columbia have experienced some rapid changes in eating patterns and family dynamics.

Through our research, we’ve found some fragmentation of bonded family units into units of individuals with individual demands. As a result, family meals are often being de-prioritized in favour of individual entertainment, sporting, work and educational demands.

This shift is placing enormous pressure on families, who are often struggling to maintain harmony amongst their unit of individuals:

“My life is absolutely a fiasco; you don’t know what to do first. Work, play with your children, provide everything perfectly like a super mum. And these days people are judging [you] so much” - Mother

This shift is also reflected in the eating patterns of many families, with meals becoming subservient to individual demands:

“I’m not a cook, so I need food that is fast and immediate... My son loves chicken Cordon Bleu, but there’s no way you’d catch me making it!...It takes so much time out of my schedule and then it’s gone in 10 minutes. If I spend time on something I want it to last” - Mother

In response to this shift, a range of new meal modes are emerging, the majority of which are not associated with eating together. For example, in an attempt to maintain harmony, many households are producing à la carte meals for family members:

“When you’re cooking for other people you have to cook for them the way they want it. It becomes a chore. If you give them something they don’t like, they won’t eat it. It’s hard to please everyone, so I end up cooking different food for everyone” - Mother

Additionally, many families are choosing to avoid meals altogether, instead preferring to snack, or eat fast, pre-prepared food:

“My son is a very picky eater; if it’s something new he complains. Being a mum and dealing with all his emotional issues, I don’t want to deal with meal issues. I’d just rather cut up snacks, munch them, and play computer games” - Mother

These examples illustrate a shift that has been occurring in family eating behaviour and dynamics. They also highlight the tension, pressure, and guilt that this shift is causing many parents. Confronted by unrealistic demands, limited skills, and restricted time, our research has built our understanding of why many families eat fewer meals together.
“When you’re cooking for other people you have to cook for them the way they want it. It becomes a chore. If you give them something they don’t like, they won’t eat it. It’s hard to please everyone, so I end up cooking different food for everyone.”

- Mother
Reconnecting Food and Fun

Family meals may generate emotion, but they also require time and effort. When making a meal starts to feel like a chore, a distraction from pleasure or quality time, food and fun can often become disconnected.

Through our research, we’ve uncovered an important link between families re-creating in the kitchen and their likelihood of eating meals together. Re-creating involves having fun with food (recreation), but also involves preparing meals together (re-creating).

For example, instead of being treated as a showcase for the exclusive use of adults, kitchens need to become family spaces where food and fun can mix together:

“Cheese, sauces, dough; it’s like a fantasy for kids. They get to make their imagination” - Father

The process of mixing food and fun creates positive meal associations, which in turn encourages families to continue repeating the process:

“My grandmother was more the pastries, we’d spend hours back then rolling out the dough. That was fun, they were nummies. It’s the smells, when you’re cooking a pie or cookies, the smells of anticipation make it fun” - Mother

Just like sport, family cooking can also help teach children valuable skills like teamwork and responsibility:

“The child feels independent and it’s kind of a milestone... They think: ok, if I can do this, if I can just mix this, then I can do that to. It’s baby steps towards bigger things” - Mother

Although most beneficial if started when children are young, it’s never too late for families to start re-connecting food and fun:

“I cook when I have my kids over. It’s something we can do together; they get excited about it and it makes me feel good...It’s a feeling of empowerment...Anytime you learn something new it’s a good feeling” - Father

These examples illustrate the importance of reconnecting food and fun, and how cooking together is an important precursor to eating together. Our research has shown how being involved in preparation provides a means for children to bond with their meal (overcoming issues like picky eating) and helps encourage families to eat together as a team.
“Cheese, sauces, dough; it’s like a fantasy for kids. They get to make their imagination.”

- Father
Understanding the **Family Meal**

From the outset, the objective of this research was to properly understand family meal behaviour in British Columbia. We have achieved this objective by building a **Family Meal Model** that can not only understand, but also explain trends and patterns in family eating.

**THE LINK BETWEEN MEALS AND EMOTIONS**

The link between meals and emotions involved uncovering links between meals and deeper emotional motivations. These links are explained in our model, and play a role in all three psychological tensions and seventeen meal modes.
The shifting family dynamic explained trends in family eating behaviour that helped build our understanding of why many families eat fewer meals together. This shift is reflected in the tensions and meal modes on the right-hand-side of our model.

**THE SHIFTING FAMILY DYNAMIC**

The routine of meals (nutrition & bonding together as one unit)
- Home sweet home
- Familiar bonding
- Routine consistency
- All consuming memories
- Faith-full replications

(Re) creation, perfection & harmony
- First taste of respons-ability
- M-eating together
- Adaptation & adoption
- Familiar celebrations

Traditions, limitations & demands
- Plates of least resistance
- A-voiding emotions
- Make-believe meals
- Jungle rules
- Creating healthy tension
- Sustaining activity
- Challenging conventions

Limitations & demands
- Out-sourced eating
- Part of life
- Units of individuals with individual demands
Reconnecting food and fun uncovered a psychological starting point for family meals, and an important precursor to families eating meals together. This is reflected in the tensions and modes on the top left-hand-side of our model.
IMPLICATIONS FOR ENCOURAGING THE FAMILY MEAL

Beyond understanding family meal behaviour, our research has also provided clear direction for initiatives and messages that aim to encourage family meals. This can be summarised in four key recommendations:

1. When it comes to meals, guilt paralyzes parents. Focusing on the words like eating together or family meals can create guilt and cause parents to shut down, deny and even ignore communication.

2. The process of encouraging family meals starts by encouraging families to re-create together in the kitchen. When food is fun and preparation is pleasurable, meals tend to be shared and eaten together.

3. Children may be better custodians of the family meal than parents. By helping them connect food with fun, we can create powerful internal advocates for the family meal.

4. Finally, changing meal behaviour involves taking ‘baby steps towards bigger things’. Making pizza together on a Friday night, or mixing together a ‘random salad’ may seem like small steps, but those small steps generate positive emotions and memories that can contribute to long-term behaviour change.

Using these four recommendations as a framework for encouraging family meals, our mission for this project will be:

“To help families re-create together in the kitchen, by reconnecting food and fun”
The project was made possible by a grant from the BC Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport.

For more information, please visit the Better Together website at www.bettertogetherbc.ca or contact the BC Dairy Foundation directly at +1 604 294 3775.

Concerto Marketing Group Inc. is a full service market research, strategy development and brand communications firm that operates with one outcome in mind – market certainty. Based in Vancouver, Concerto is the only provider of Morphological Research and Strategy services in Canada. www.concertomarketing.com

BC Dairy Foundation is a not-for-profit organization funded entirely by the dairy producers of British Columbia. BC Dairy Foundation has been providing innovative nutrition education programs to schools for over 30 years and resources for the community distributed by health professionals.